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Overview of Version Updates 

Version Function Expanded Corrected 

V2.2.3 ID#96: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

A grid control table cell which is in the focus misses any 

changes in value. 

 

� 

 ID#444: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

A change in an Edit Control value by means of digipot 

works only for the first change in value. 

 

� 

 ID#446: JetViewRT 

If frames are used in a mask, positions of pie and image 

control are incorrect. 

 

� 

 ID#450: JetViewRT 

Change in line position by means of JavaScript 

(MyLine.points=”(10,10)(20,20) does not work. 

 

� 

 ID#453: General 

Selection of controller hardware for DBService, 

AlarmService and TrendService is incomplete. 

 

� 

 ID#457: Installation 

Subsequent installation of JetTrendService is very 

complicated. 

 

� 

 ID#458: OPC client 

The WriteTag instruction with true or false does not work. 
 

� 

 ID#459: HTML platform 

Inserting a grid or trend object results in an error message 

if the user has no administrator rights. 

 

� 

 ID#482: Communication 

Indirect reading of blocks returns wrong values. 
 

� 

 ID#490: Alarm service 

An AlarmService project is automatically launched, 

although Autostart has been disabled. 

 

� 

 ID#497: JetViewRT 

Text Control some time later causes buffer overflow.  
 

� 

 ID#500: JetViewRT 

Now, for Error Report a refresh button is available.  

�  
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Overview of Version Updates 

Version  Expanded Corrected 

V2.2.3 ID#514: Platform Embedded Runtime 

Adding entries using the text property in a combobox 

results in errors. 

 � 

 ID#516: JetViewRT 

Following zoom-in, Trend Control is not permanently 

refreshed. 

 � 

 ID#521: HTML-Plattform 

When selecting a trend group, always the same name is 

used. 

 � 

 ID#526: HTML-Plattform 

The compiler creates ASCII files which causes UNICODE 

characters to go astray. 

 � 

 ID#540: JetViewRT 

If in the OnMouseMove event of a control a new value is 

assigned, this causes the browser to hang up. 

 � 

 ID#542: Platform Embedded Runtime 

If a button control is copied, it has a resource assignment 

which cannot be deleted. 

 � 

 ID#545: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

It is not always possible to terminate JVER (PC) using 

Debug Stop. 

 � 

 ID#547: JVER ( Embedded Runtime)time 

If a combobox is filled using a dynamic function with the 

property ListItems, it has afterwards no selection option. 

 � 

 ID#548: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

When switching from one mask to another, message 

boxes are not closed correctly, or they do not block 

switching. 

 � 

 ID#557: JetViewSoft 

“Save as” for communication service documents does not 

work. 

 � 

 ID#558: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

In the case of rectangle control with move dynamics the 

right and the bottom lines freeze following a move action. 

 � 
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Overview of Version Updates 

Version Function Expanded Corrected 

V2.2.3 ID#560: JetDBService 

The default setting for Reconnection Time (300 s) causes 

problems with DBService Autostart. 

 � 

 ID#566: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

In an OnClick event of the button writing to a flag using 

the Write function does not work. 

 � 

 ID#571: Platform Embedded Runtime 

Project settings regarding JetController selection are 

incomplete. 

 � 

 ID#592: ActiveX Grid Control 

If a Grid Control has no data binding, a RequeryTable call 

causes the browser to crash. 

 � 

 ID#595: Communication 

JetSTX communication causes problems if a group 

contains only a multi-dimensional variable. 

 � 

 ID#606: Communication 

Flags, inputs and outputs are incorrectly read as array in 

the case of multi-dimension. 

 � 

 ID#615: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

F6-OnKeyDown-Event does not get to the HTML frame. 
 � 

 ID#620: JetViewSoft 

Ctrl+mouse wheel causes unintentional zooming of 

property windows and editors.  

 � 

 ID#623: JetTagDBManager 

A RegisterBit variable is incorrectly taken over from the 

JetSym interface file (*.jde) and classified as flag. 

 � 

 ID#628: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

Navigation to a frame page causes the HTML page 

contained in it to be completely loaded every time. 

 � 

 ID#635: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

Serial communication on a CE device does not work. 
 � 

 ID#648: ActiveX Grid Control 

Column names assigned from a resource become obsolete 

if columns are added or deleted. 

 � 
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Overview of Version Updates 

Version Function Expanded Corrected 

V2.2.3 ID#658: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

Float blocks and arrays are not displayed in Grid Control 

or are displayed as rounded number. 

 � 

 ID#660: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

Language selection does not work in a combo box the 

contents of which are loaded via resource. 

 � 

 ID#692: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

A defined hotkey triggers the relating event handler each 

time when the key is pressed and when it is released. 

 � 

 ID#701: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

Keys S14-S16 do not get to the browser. 
 � 

 ID#719: General issues 

The property “EnableScrolling” of a mask is set by default 

to “1-yes” instead of to “2-auto”. 

 � 

 ID#721: Communication 

An STX DA download to a CE device is aborted and an 

error message is issued. 

 � 

 ID#723: Communication 

A serial OS download via Jet32X control does not work. 
 � 

 ID#725: Platform Embedded Runtime 

If in the deployment settings Autostart is disabled, the 

required file “JVRStart.bat” is deleted on the CE device. 

 � 

 ID#739: OPC Client 

Float values are transferred as integer values if they are 

changed. 

 � 

 ID#742: Platform Embedded Runtime 

FTP deployment on CE devices does not work properly. 
 � 

 ID#761: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

Execution of the instruction LogoutUser() in the OnLoad 

event causes the page to freeze for 15-20 s. 

 � 

 ID#768: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

In XY graph tag names are not checked for validity during 

the compilation process. 

 � 
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Overview of Version Updates 

Version Function Expanded Corrected 

V2.2.3 ID#875: HTML Platform 

PureHTML platform pages do not run under Internet 

Explorer 7. 

 � 

 ID#931: JVER ( Embedded Runtime) 

A combobox which is filled via resource does not always 

pop up. 

 � 

 ID#941: HTML Platform 

The setting „UseInputLibrary = FALSE“ results in the error 

message „InputDialog not found“. 

 � 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


